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Celebrating Community and Context
This month's newsletter focuses on our sister
Teacher Associations around the world
Welcome from the masked Media Team!
Last weekend was the 1st anniversary of the end of the official
50-day lockdown, which, at the time, seemed like a return to real
life at last... but here we are, still putting on our masks and
standing in line for our jab. Looking back over the year since
lockdown, TESOL-SPAIN can only be positive - a new media
team, a new-look newsletter, a successful mini online
conference, a great online annual convention and we continue
to try new ventures to offer more to our members and
associates. We hope you agree that our efforts are moving in
the right direction - we're definitely excited by the stir our new
coffee morning and afternoon tea meet-ups have caused, and
we have two more threads of Meet-up - Webinar - Meet-up
planned before the summer break.
Annie Altamirano, our Vice-president and External Liaison
Officer, has been hard at work, reaching out to contacts near
and far, and her article in this month's issue shows the
important role of Teaching Associations in bringing the global
teaching community together. And reaching out online - masked
or not - is definitely the way ahead!
Have a great month (but cast ne'er a clout, till May be out
...masks included 😉)
All the best from the Media Team
Rebecca, Ryan, Emily, Daniel and Ceri

In this month's newsletter
SPECIAL FOCUS: our sister associations
Where in the world?
A message from our External Liaison
Officer, Annie Altamirano
NileTESOL - an interview with the
president, Samir Omara
APPI - an interview with the president,
Alberto Gaspar
FEATURED ARTICLE: Busting the Myths of
Autism in ELT by Sisi Rabenstein
WORD SPOT with Dr Daniel Brint:
Slippery words
CPD with TESOL-SPAIN
Looking forward - Meet-ups and
Webinars in May and June
Looking back - Results from our CPD
Survey - Reflecting on TESOL-SPAIN's
first Meet-ups
IN OTHER NEWS
Online events from the TESOL Affiliates
Network, META Moldova and the
Buenos Aires Players.
Calls for papers from IATEFL Poland,
TESOL France and Sunshine State
TESOL (Florida)
A new competency framework from
Eaquals
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Sister Teaching Associations
Africa ELTA
APPI Portugal
ARTESOL Argentina
ELTA Serbia

ATEL Lebanon
HUPE Croatia
IATEFL Poland
META Moldova

MEXTESOL Mexico
Nile TESOL Egypt
TESOL France

ACEIA Andalucia
APAC Catalunya
EB Asociación de
Enseñanza Bilingüe

NILE TESOL

Click on the logos to visit the websites
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A message from our Vice-president and
External Liaison officer, Annie Altamirano
Dear members,
The last couple of months have been quite busy as TESOL-SPAIN hosted a ‘Townhall Meeting’ with
representatives of 10 Associates, Teacher Associations with whom we have collaboration agreements, on 6th
March during our 44th Annual National Convention. Later on, on 9 – 11 April we attended the 2021 Affiliate
Network Virtual Event organised by TESOL International Association.
The Townhall Meeting with our Associates, or ‘sister organisations’ as we prefer to call them, allowed us to
discuss common issues and learn from each other and find ways in which we can offer a better service to our
members. The Affiliate Network meeting was a golden opportunity to explore working and collaboration
opportunities between and among TESOL and affiliate associations, sharing knowledge and information to
advance the field of English language teaching. Both events also revealed how different we are not only as
organisations, e.g. in size, reach, influence, but also in terms of the realities of our professional scenarios, e.g.
the challenges and needs of teachers and learners, opportunities for professional development or support
from government departments.
Some of the issues discussed were:
Sharing information about each
other’s conferences and webinars
Encouraging our members to
contribute to each other’s newsletters
Encouraging our members to attend
each other’s webinars
Improving communication with
members
Organising joint events
If you are interested in attending events
organised by our Associates, please check
the TESOL-SPAIN webpage (upcoming
events tab) and our social media channels. You will find full details of upcoming conferences, call for papers
and programmes. There are a number of calls for proposals for international online events.
If you would like to write to us and send suggestions and ideas for future events and topics, do not hesitate to
contact us!
And remember, as an IATEFL Associate, TESOL-SPAIN members receive a special discounted price of £23.00
to become a member of IATEFL (basic membership, no SIG’s included)! Any of you who would like to become
an IATEFL member, please send me a message so that I can provide you with a code. This offer is valid until
31 August 2021.
And that’s all, folks!
Stay safe and healthy,
Annie Altamirano
Vice-president
External Liaison Officer
tesolspainliaison@gmail.com
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Sister Teaching Associations
NileTESOL
Interview with Samir Omara,
President NileTESOL 2021
(Click on the photo to see a
short video message).
Q: How many years have you been working for NILE TESOL and why did you decide to join the
association?
A: Since 2018, I have been elected to serve on NileTESOL Board of Directors. I have had different voluntary
roles; I have been the International Relations Committee Chair, the Special Interest Groups Committee Chair
and the President-elect 2020. Currently, I am NileTESOL President 2021. I have served the association to help
develop ELT community service and to improve my management and leadership practices. I think that I have
been very lucky to learn from and with NileTESOL presidents, Board of Directors, Special Interest Groups,
Conference co-chairs and organizing committees, conference proceedings and newsletter editors, and
speakers and members as well.
Q: Where do your members come from, mostly, the public or the private sector? And, why do you
think this is so?
A: NileTESOL is a non-profit association for those who teach English and those who teach in English in Egypt
and globally. The membership is free. There are more than three thousand NileTESOL members of both public
and private sectors, as there are lots of public and private schools, institutes and universities in Egypt.
Q: What are, according to your opinion, the main concerns regarding ELT in your country?
A: I think that there are different concerns regarding ELT in Egypt. The main concerns are teaching CLIL,
blended and online teaching, using technology for ELT, communicative approaches, project-based learning,
formative assessment, teacher training and professional development.
Q: How has the pandemic affected the work of NILE TESOL?
A: The pandemic has affected the work of NileTESOL in many ways. Since March 2020, the NileTESOL Board of
Directors (BoD) have had online monthly meetings. NileTESOL has stopped its face-to-face workshops across
Egypt. It has moved to deliver webinars by nine active Special Interest Groups (SIGs) that are led by very
dedicated teams of ELT community service professional volunteers. From March 2020 to March 2021,
NileTESOL has conducted 43 webinars and 6 webinar series delivered by 100 speakers for 2247 attendees. It
has delivered 6 online joint-webinars in collaboration with TESOL Kuwait and IATEFL. It has conducted an
online election to nominate Board of Directors two new members. It has conducted an online voting to decide
on the NileTESOL 2021 constitution amendments; it has been approved by 98.2% of members. It has
conducted an online process to update NileTESOL membership database. It has updated its website,
Facebook page and Twitter account. It regularly uses the Facebook page to encourage teachers to share their
thoughts and experiences through regular discussion threads. It continues to develop and publish NileTESOL
newsletters and conference proceedings that are edited and reviewed by very dedicated ELT community
service professional volunteers.

Click HERE to visit the NileTESOL website
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Sister Teaching Associations
NILE TESOL

NileTESOL used to have a face-to-face annual conference at the American University in Cairo's New Cairo
Campus. Due to the pandemic, the 2021 NileTESOL Conference has been online. The conference theme of
"Digitize - Globalize" has been inspiring; it has helped to meet the needs of lots of language teachers and
instructors at the time when people and countries move to the blended and online instruction. There have
been lots of plenary speakers and sessions from different countries all over the world. Teachers and educators
in remote areas and outside Egypt have been able to attend the two-day free conference. The conference was
conducted in 2021; it has been co-chaired by two very dedicated ELT community service professional
volunteers and delivered by a very dedicated organizing committee of ELT community service professional
volunteers. Briefly, NileTESOL dedicated teams have helped to turn the pandemic challenges into sustainable
professional development opportunities.
Q: What are the main challenges that Teachers of English in Egypt face nowadays?
A: I think that English language teachers face some challenges in Egypt. They need to keep updating their ELT
theory and practice. They need to continue their professional development; taking new modes and self-learning
techniques into consideration. They need to initiate and develop professional learning communities that help
them teach, reflect on, share and develop their language teaching practices. They need to develop their blended
and online ELT. They need to develop how they can plan and deliver student-centered learning, constructive
feedback and formative assessment.
Q: What advice would you give to the new generation of teachers?
A: "Teach, reflect and share" is my advice to the new generation of English language teachers. Novice teachers
usually have the ELT updated theory. They should develop their practice through teaching, reflecting on their
teaching and sharing their reflections with more teachers through professional learning communities. Modern
technology helps to link teachers and professional learning communities in the same country or across different
countries.
Q: What plans does NILE TESOL have for the future?
A: NileTESOL is funded and supported by the American University in Cairo's School of Continuing Education
(SCE). RELO Cairo, AMIDEAST Egypt and British Council Egypt are NileTESOL's partners. NileTESOL plans to offer
more free opportunities to keep the members actively engaged and to encourage more new members to join it.
It will continue to conduct more webinars and webinar series based on members' needs assessment analysis. It
will continue to use and update its website and social media to virtually approach and engage more members
and teachers. It will continue to help with the partners to provide more opportunities for members and
teachers such as RELO/NileTESOL FELT, RELO/NileTESOL FELT-YL scholarships and RELO-NileTESOL mentor
program. It will continue to develop online collaboration with buddy associations of TESOL Libya, TESOL Kuwait,
MEXTESOL and TESOL Spain. It will continue to develop its publications and conduct the NileTESOL 2022
Conference.

NileTESOL
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Sister Teaching Associations

An lnterview with Alberto Gaspar,
President of APPI
Q: How many years have you been working in APPI and
why did you decide to join the association?
A: I am a co-founding member of the Associação Portuguesa
de Professores de Inglês – APPI, the Portuguese Association
to Teachers of English. APPI was established in 1985 and I’ve
been serving since then, having performed several roles in
their management bodies: the Executive Board, the General
Assembly and the Fiscal Board. In sum, 35 years.
I decided to join a bunch of teachers of English of all teaching
levels and help set up the first association of teachers of
English in Portugal back in 1985, because I felt all of us
missed the existence of one dealing with both pedagogical
and scientific issues with a focus on those directly related to
classroom practice: learners’ motivation, planning, curricula,
assessment, professional development, to name but a few.

Executive Board (Direção): 9
members
Alberto Gaspar – president
Cristina Bastos – vice-president
Manuela Pinto – treasurer
Sónia Ferreirinha – member and
APPIforma director
Judite Fiúza – member
Nídia Cunha – member
Teresa Carvalho – member
Maria José Menezes Basto – member
Sofia Botelho – member

Q: Where do your members come from, mostly, the public
or the private sector? And, why do you think this is so?
A: Most of our members come from the public sector although there has been an increase of members
coming from the private sector in the last twenty years. I think this gradually rising trend of the latter may
well be connected with the quality and variety of opportunities to members grow professionally such as
APPIforma’s CPD annual plans contemplating a range of courses meeting the teachers’ needs and interests
as well as conferences, seminars and webinars, all accredited by the Ministry of Education. [APPIforma is
APPI’s continuing professional development centre established in 1998]
Q: How has the pandemic affected the work of APPI?
A: Face to face CPD professional events of various dimensions suddenly ceased to exist in mid-March 2020
and have been replaced by online ones after a gap of 2 months to study the best options ahead of us and
make decisions. Ties between APPI and members and non-members at large have strengthened after a few
months of a mixture of not knowing exactly what and how to do it, making tentative efforts to go on with
APPI’s activity, regaining members’ confidence.
Q: What major challenges you are facing regarding the organization of the convention this year?
A: The 34th Annual Conference scheduled for May 2020 was rescheduled for May 2021; regrettably we know
now that it won’t happen either, although the sanitary situation in the country has substantially improved.
Should the whole scene go on improving, APPI’s 34th Annual Conference will take place online next October
in two weekends – this is, however, a matter to be confirmed shortly.

Click HERE to vist the NileTESOL website
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Sister Teaching Associations
APPI

Q: Do local and community organizations usually help with funds or support?
A: No funds at all so far. APPI have been received words of support from a number of members.
Q: What are, according to your opinion, the main concerns regarding ELT in your country?
A: A main concern is the following: the ELT and any other curriculum subject area teaching staff is growing
old; several thousands retire every year and few candidate teachers do show up, because the profession is
not attractive: socially, professionally, financially.
Q: What are the main challenges that Teachers of English in Portugal face nowadays?
A: Probably the most immediate challenge is how to push up students who spent a number of months last
schoolyear and the present one either, with no teaching at all for a number of reasons or with online
teaching, sometimes in hard conditions!
Q: What advice would you give to the new generation of teachers?
A: Running the risk of sounding patronizing but with no such intention at all: try to be as professional as
they can: be scientifically, pedagogically and ITC prepared; always long for becoming better and better; be a
researcher in their classrooms; cultivate an empathetic personality with their students, thus challenging
their own prejudices and biases to see their classrooms more objectively; and be inclusive teachers – for a
start!
Q: What plans does APPI have for the future?
A: Admitting that “after it” all of us won’t live in the same world as in the pre-pandemic times, APPI plans to
carry on trying to contribute to the professional and personal development of their members and teachers
of English at large: both on APPI’s own and celebrating a strategic alliance with or entering a joint venture
agreement with other sister TAs via conferences, webinars and further ways of doing to be processed.

Click on the logo
to visit the website
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Featured article

Busting Myths of Autism in the EFL
Classroom - Sisi Rabenstein
What is it?
The umbrella term of conditions called Neurodiversity, under which
Autism (1) falls, is one which refers to variations in the human brain
regarding sociability, learning, attention, mood and other mental
functions. Neurodiverse is used in contrast with Neurotypical,
describing a person not displaying neurologically atypical patterns of
thought or behaviour. In fact, many definitions of Neurotypical use
the following example sentence ‘‘neurotypical individuals often
assume that their experience of the world is either the only one or
the only correct one.’’
As this is clearly not the case, the discussion of learning differences
has taken a slant towards positive language and representation.
However, often the perception is still that the presence of a student
with autism in the classroom presents a disadvantage for all: both
those with learning differences and sometimes their peers. As an
educator this struck me as interesting, so I put together a
questionnaire to survey people’s experience of how Autism may
impact on the EFL classroom.
Of the 95 responses, 85% disagreed that they had received sufficient
advice/training on Autism from their school, academy or manager.
This rose to 91% when talking about EFL courses (such as TESOL,
CELTA etc.). This seemed surprising given that 67% said they were
certain they had had a student with Autism in their classroom and
57% went on to say they had noticed an increase in the prevalence of
conversations about this in the past few years.

Sisi is a coordinator for extracurricular
YL classes at IH Madrid, with 10 years
of EFL experience and first-hand
knowledge of the learning experience
of people with autism. She has a BA
(Hons) in Linguistics, TESOL Certificate,
IH Certificates in Teaching Young
Learners, Language Awareness and
Advanced Methodology. She is also a
Cambridge speaking examiner for YLE
& Main Suite and a conference
speaker.

Expert on learning styles, Professor Rita Dunn says, ‘If the child is not learning the way you are teaching, then
you must teach in the way the child learns’ and from my survey it is clear that teachers feel under-equipped
to do this. Granted, teachers are bombarded with different approaches that they should adopt - and the idea
of catering your approach individually to each student is daunting - but our choices should be informed by
the make-up of our class.
This brings me to Myth #1: People on the spectrum are few and not like ‘us’.
Professor Amanda Kirby, a campaigner for neurodiversity says “Around 15% of the population have a range
of neurodivergent traits that are different from society's views of those who are considered to be
neurotypical. This is not dichotomous with a hard and fast line that says you are definitely neurodivergent or
neurotypical. It is messy.” Returning to my questionnaire, 14% of respondents said it was possible that they
themselves were on the autistic spectrum. Now remember, the autistic spectrum is one of the spokes that
make up the wheel that is neurodiversity but I did find this result significant.
[1] For the purposes of this article the term Autism is used exclusively; however, in the community there is a debate
over nomenclature and when discussing specific individuals, their preferences must be ascertained.
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Busting Myths of Autism in the EFL
Classroom - Sisi Rabenstein
Confusingly, Myth #1 - that people with Autism do not represent a significant proportion of the population contrasts radically with Myth #2: Autism is on the rise.
There has been some concern in developed countries that the numbers of diagnoses of Autism have increased
in recent decades. However, doctors and scientists in the field attribute this to improvements in diagnostic tools
and recognition in the medical community especially given that the first Autism diagnosis was recorded as
recently as 1943 and we are constantly learning more. It must also be said that many parents of autistic children
and also those who receive a diagnosis in adulthood have said a formal diagnosis takes a weight off your chest
and answers so many questions.
So how frequently does it occur in the population? In a study of children and adolescents from 2014 to 2016, the
National Health Interview Survey in the US found the prevalence of Autism was 2.47%; 3.63% in boys and 1.25%
in girls. In earlier studies, a greater difference was seen in the ratio of boys to girls but advances in diagnosis and
greater recognition of how it presents in girls and women, has reduced this ratio to around 4:1, male to female. It
goes without saying that these statistics come from diagnoses and depending on your part of the world a great
stigma exists when it comes to diagnosing disorders or differences. In Spain I have noticed a hesitance towards
diagnosing, which worries me and has led to some difficult conversations.
Another misconception brings us to Myth #3: Autism is caused by vaccines.
The reported correlation between the rise of incidences of Autism in the British and American populations and
the introduction of the MMR vaccine in 1989 is one of the most damaging lies in modern science. The supposed
link between the two was brought to the world’s attention in a fraudulent scientific study of 12 children by now
struck-off doctor Andrew Wakefield, which has since been disproven and retracted but its stain remains.
What does it look like?
Returning to the classroom, as teachers may feel undertrained in recognising and helping students with Autism,
let’s talk about what the condition may look like. Doctor Stephen Shore states ‘‘If you’ve met one person with
Autism, you’ve met one person with Autism’’ but there are some common characteristics, which may be visible.
Starting with language issues, let’s talk about Myth #4: People with Autism can’t communicate.
Someone who is non-verbal would often be described as “severely autistic” since they cannot speak and may not
appear to understand what goes on around them. However, non-verbal people like Carly Fleischmann have
taught us that in fact they can be very socially aware and understand speech in context quite well. As foreign
language teachers we are unlikely to have non-verbal students, but this demonstrates an important point: those
who appear less able to communicate can often do so in their own ways, and those who appear to be able to
communicate perfectly well may face another difficulty, that they don’t quote/unquote ‘‘look autistic’’ and thus
their communication struggles are not taken as seriously.
People on the autistic spectrum who have pragmatic language issues - that is, difficulty with language in its social
context, including things like eye-contact and body language but also conversational norms like minimal pairs or
idioms - can struggle not to take things literally. People with Autism often report frustration that people can’t just
say what they mean and describe getting into trouble for things like asking why you’ve changed your hair when it
suited you better before.
Recent studies have also shown that some people on the spectrum find it tough to understand speech in
situations where there is oscillating background noise, such as music or conversation. It seems their ability to
distinguish what they should be paying attention to is challenged.
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Busting Myths of Autism in the EFL
Classroom - Sisi Rabenstein
Let’s talk about social awareness and Myth #5: People with Autism don’t have emotions.
Neurotypical People often get the impression that everyone on the autistic spectrum acts like Spock from
Star Trek: isolated, unemotional and unempathetic. However, prominent writers who describe their own
experience of emotion as someone with Autism would argue that this couldn’t be further from the truth. In
some cases, they suffer from hyper-empathy - being unable not to mirror the emotions of others. Or
Alexithymia - feeling emotions and not being able to identify them in themselves or others. In other cases,
people report being perfectly able to feel an emotion but not being aware it isn’t showing in their body
language.
Some describe their emotions not overlapping directly with neurotypical people’s emotions, the writer and
autist Terra Vance put it wonderfully.
‘While watching the documentary about Ruth Bader Ginsburg, RBG, I had an epiphany. She said, “Justice and
mercy. [ . . . ] They’re very grand emotions.” And it hit me, that to me, those are two of my deepest-felt
emotions. Justice, equality, fairness, mercy, longsuffering, Work, Passion, knowledge, and above all else,
Truth. Those are my primary emotions.’
Obsessive or unusual interests are relatively common for people on the spectrum. They can often provide
comfort and reassurance when dealing with a world they find hard to understand. As children, many people
have these kinds of specific interests, but neurotypical people have a tendency to outgrow that singular
focus while those on the spectrum do not and can become experts in their interests. This can lead to
conversations where they are unaware the listener has lost interest, and they may need to work on
recognising this or they may need to be told ‘OK, let’s change the topic now.’ This can appear rude to a
neurotypical person but luckily people on the spectrum are not as offended by directness.
Many on the spectrum have difficulty dealing with change. They can react in ways you might not expect,
including repetitive actions such as flapping - the movement of hands up and down - making noises,
retreating into themselves or having an episode of anxiety or distress. Repetitive or ritualised behaviours
are seen as very characteristic of people with Autism and they can present in many different ways.
An example from British celebrity news is Katie Price, whose son Harvey (who has an Autism diagnosis) has
grown up in the spotlight, providing a point of reference for many neurotypical Brits. From a recent BBC
article ‘‘Katie will often touch Harvey or speak with him to maintain his calmness. The duo banter constantly
and have scripted phrases they say to each other - when Harvey says "Hip, hip," Katie replies, "Hooray".’’
This repetitive speech can be referred to as scripting and it can include something you have spoken about
previously, a favourite line from TV or Film, or echolalia - the repetition of what your partner in a
conversation has just said or the repetition of your own words directly after voicing them.
Stimming, also known as self-stimulation, could be described as the physical repetitive action and can be
seen in the neurotypical population with nervous tics like biting your nails or tapping your foot. For people
with Autism, stimming can include rocking back and forth, hand gestures like flapping, staring into lights or
more serious actions like punching or hitting their head against something. Someone with Autism may be
stimming due to stress, frustration or attention-seeking but the reason why someone is stimming is going to
depend on a number of individual factors.
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Busting Myths of Autism in the EFL
Classroom - Sisi Rabenstein
In cases of severe anxiety, you may have a student experiencing what’s colloquially called a meltdown and
this brings us to Myth #6: People with Autism throw tantrums.
A meltdown is often due to overstimulation or unexpected changes in their immediate environment. It has
been described by those who experience it as exhausting, terrifying, embarrassing or infuriating, so take
care to be sensitive when referring to meltdowns and take the time to discuss triggers with the student’s
support network (friend, main teacher, parent or guardian).
The co-occurrence of ADHD and Autism is quite common, and as a result we can often see learners who
struggle to control their energy levels, who walk around the room or who don’t find sitting down
comfortable. They could have dyspraxia - a neurological issue that affects an individual's ability to perform
motor tasks. This means we as stressed teachers could mistake a movement or gesture for disobedience,
aggression or not wanting to perform a task correctly - when in reality, the learner is simply dealing with a
neurological difference and is only as likely to be misbehaving as anyone else in the classroom.
These differences and difficulties bring me to my last question, how can it be a strength?
Greta Thunberg, Charles Darwin, Emily Dickinson, Bill Gates, Mozart, Stanley Kubrick, Andy Warhol, Daryl
Hannah - just to name a few famous faces who are known or suspected to have had Autism throughout
history. From music to science to literature, the breadth of their accomplishments demonstrates the variety
of strengths that come from a different perspective.
Now for some tips that benefit students with Autism but really benefit the class as a whole, and, forgive me
if I’m going back to basics here but I feel returning to your training really works when it comes to students
with Autism.
Language
Be clear and direct.
Use Instruction Checking Questions and make sure students are listening before you give instructions.
Use Concept Checking Questions as you can’t always predict where their thought process is going to go.
Avoid open questions and be prepared for a longer silent period before answering.
Emotion
Work on emotional intelligence.
Have a dedicated space for cooling down tempers.
Be truthful - if students can have a bad day, teachers can too. A student with Autism is unlikely to politely
accept an inexplicable change in your behaviour, and truth encourages stronger relationships with all
students of all ages.
Specific Interests
Make the most of their interests to introduce CLIL (Content and Language Integrated Learning), projects
and presentations to the class.
If your students are visual learners, as many on the spectrum can be, use colour coding, draw sketches to
speculate on criminals, make comicbook strips with functional language, illustrate your reports with
fictitious charts or graphs etc.
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Busting Myths of Autism in the EFL
Classroom - Sisi Rabenstein
Change Rejection
Have and follow clear classroom rules and lesson staging.
Designate parts of the classroom to specific stages of class.
Remind students of routines and responsibilities.
Stimulation
Discuss triggers and emotions to ensure they can verbalize an issue before it progresses.
Have a system for reporting emotions - emojis, report cards, red/green cards on the table.
Open the discussion to the student’s support network.
Authentic materials by age can help to raise awareness and empathy - for example The Colour Monster by
Anna Llenas or The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Nighttime by Mark Haddon.
Physicality
Floor seating is easier for those who struggle to stay seated.
Allow students to move around or pace if necessary.
Add physicality to tasks and feedback - see TPR (Total Physical Response) for more information.
Act out conversations - if everyone is overacting, the student with less typical emotional responses will not
stand out as much.
To sum up, people with Autism make up an important percentage of the population (even higher when
considering neurodivergent people in general) so they deserve an important place in society and if we all
tried just a little harder, they are perfectly understandable. In the words of Brenda Smith Myles, rephrasing
a statement by non-verbal autist A. M. Baggs.
‘‘I FAIL to learn your language and I am described as having a deficit. YOU FAIL to learn my language and I
am described as being mysterious and puzzling.’’
So go get ‘em fellow teachers - teach in the way the child learns!
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WORD SPOT: Dr Daniel Brint
- Slippery Words
TS Eliot had a moan about words in one of his poems:
Words strain,
Crack and sometimes break, under the burden,
Under the tension, slip, slide, perish,
Decay with imprecision, will not stay in place,
Will not stay still.
(From Four Quartets)
There are many who would say that’s precisely why words are so fascinating and why, both personally and
professionally, teachers are always open to new, surprising and contextualized meaning. We also enjoy the
way words change and shift and play their own games – the phrase ‘Time flies like an arrow, fruit flies like a
banana,’ is a treasure trove of morphology and humour.

We are used to words changing their meaning grammatically and through context, nuance, suggestion and
intonation. We can use one word while meaning its opposite - That’s not very cheap (=expensive) - or employ
metonymy, euphemism or some other useful resource. Given this ‘slippery-ness’ Eliot objects to, what other
tricks do words have up their sleeves? One curious group of words that do not stay in place are contronyms or
antagonisms. Words with different, opposite meanings (to distinguish them from run-of-the-mill homographs.)
The police, we are told, dusted the scene for fingerprints. What does ‘dust’ mean here? It means they applied
dust – they put dust on surfaces to see if they could find clues. However, when you dust your furniture, you
are removing dust, not applying it (although I might be the exception there, according to certain authorities).
Cleave means to cut – to cleave a log in two. The action of separating – dividing. Yet if a child cleaves to her
mother, she refuses to be separated. Another case of separation is clipping – as with words, hair or nails. Yet
we use the same word to mean hold together – so we clip papers or use a clip to make sure something
remains connected. My personal favourite? Fast. Fast meaning rapidly – let’s move fast, and fast meaning not
moving at all – hold fast and wait for my order!
When discussing these combinations with Spanish friends I usually ask if they can come up with a contronym.
Usually they can’t. Suggestions and context on a postcard please.
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CPD with TESOL-SPAIN
Looking forward - May Meet-ups

Context,
context,
context!
This month's CPD theme is Context. We'll be exploring different teaching contexts, in Spain and further
afield. We'll be looking at how our contexts frame our teaching decisions and the lessons we can learn
transfer from one context to another.
Our monthly webinar this month looks at a very special context. Silvia Benítez Redrejo will be talking about
her experiences teaching in India and how they have helped her re-think her teaching. (See page 15 for
more details).
We will be holding two coffee morning Meet-ups, one on Thursday May 20 at 11am, and the second on
Saturday May 29 at 11am. Come and join us to talk about your particular context, to hear from others in
different contexts and share lessons we've learned from all of our varied experiences.
And this month, we'll also be holding a Webinar Catch-up session on Friday May 28 at 5pm, where we
can continue the conversations we started at Silvia's webinar earlier in the day
Click on the posters below to get a direct link to the Zoom rooms, or visit the events pages on our website or
on our Facebook page. We're really looking forward to seeing you there!
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Coming up soon!
TESOL-SPAIN May Webinar
India - How it made me
rethink my teaching
Silvia Benítez Redrejo
Friday, May 28, 11am

During the last years I have had the opportunity to teach in India during the summer. In this webinar I would
like to tell you about my experience and to share with you how I feel it has changed the way I thought about
teaching and the way I thought about life. We will also reflect together, discuss, and hopefully inspire one
another.
Silvia Benítez Redrejo has been an English, Spanish and German
language teacher at Escuela de Idiomas Ebenen for twenty years. She is
especially interested in learning processes and psychology applied to
the language teaching. She is also in an expert in Intercultural
Mediation. For the last 9 years she has been a volunteer with
Fundación Asha-Kiran, giving teacher training to their teachers and
doing intensive courses and different activities with the children who
benefit from their projects in India.
Click on the poster to sign up for the webinar.
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Coming up soon!
TESOL-SPAIN June Webinar
TikTok: engaging teens with
short-form videos
Steve Muir
Tuesday, June 1, 11am

In this session we will look at a number of classroom activities inspired by short-form videos such as those
found on TikTok. These activities focus on a variety of language areas and skills, including listening,
pronunciation and speaking. By the end of the session, participants will have a number of teaching ideas to
take away with them and use with their own students.
Steve Muir is an English teacher at the British Council in Madrid,
where he works with adults and young learners. In the classroom, his
interests include video clips, vocabulary and exam preparation. His
other main interest is English Medium in Higher Education, and he
teaches on courses for university lecturers who deliver their content in
English.
Click on the poster to sign up for the webinar. We will be holding a
short Post-webinar Meet-up chat immediately after the webinar for
anyone who wants to join in.
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Looking back: the April Meet-ups

Building a CPD
Community
In April we held our first two TESOL-SPAIN meet-ups. Thank you so much to all of you who took part. It was so good
to see so many faces, from so many different places, in Spain and beyond.
Out theme of the month was Community and how we build communities to foster continuing professional
development. We talked about what community is, and why it's important. We talked about all the different kinds of
communities that sustain and support us, and how this support has been more important than ever over the last
year. We talked about the blurring of the distinction between online and F2F communities, and how physical
staffrooms were transformed into online spaces, only to transition back to F2F, and how this has coloured and
affected our interactions and our relationships.
We talked about all the different kinds of communities we're part of: communities of interest, communities of
action, communities of practice, communities of circumstance and communities of place, and how they all overlap.
How circumstance can throw us together, like lockdown or social distancing for example, and how we responded
by finding ways to help and support each other, like neighbours who looked out for each other, running errands
for the sheltered, checking up on people living at home.
We considered how new online communities formed to support and connect teachers, sometimes from the same
school, sometimes in different towns, sometimes across borders. And how we all learned with each other how to
cope with the new challenges we faced and are facing.
We hope that our TESOL-SPAIN meetings can help in some way to sustain our teaching community and create a
space where we can all develop together. Join us in May to continue the conversations and help us grow our
commmunity.

It was great to get a chance to have a
chat with people who understand
your concerns because they are also
teachers, and interesting to find out
what others are doing. Our teaching
situations are all different but our
passion feels very much the same. 45
minutes well spent. Thank you TESOLSpain! Anita Lutterkort

... a lot of EL teachers work alone ...
are very isolated and appreciate the
contact which TESOL-SPAIN offers ...
we certainly felt part of our lovely
community ... Caroline Allen Gardner

I think it was a lovely moment just
to connect on all different levels
and was certainly time well spent.
Gerard McLoughlin

If you missed the April webinar on Mediation with Riccardo Chiappini, click on the
link to see the recording on our Resources page in our Members' Area.
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TESOL-SPAIN CPD Survey - Summary of results
In last month's issue of the newsletter we invited you to take part in a survey on Continuing Professional
Development. Thank you so much to everyone who took the time to complete the survey. Here are the
results. And if you haven't had a chance to take the survey yet, it's not too late! Please just click on the
button at the foot of the page
Q1 Teaching Context
The majority of people who responded to the survey work in private language schools (50%+), with primary
schools, pre-school and universities all vying for second place (all at 20%+). It doesn’t take a Maths genius to
spot that this means a lot of you are working in more than one context and that this must be a fairly common
phenomenon.
Q2 Role
An overwhelming majority of the respondents (78%) describe themselves as teachers, another 35% as trainers,
17% as school directors, 10% as educational managers and 3% as course directors. Again, the Maths shows
that a lot of you are identifying with multiple roles, and as with multiple contexts, working with in more than
one area of ELT seems to be quite common.
Q3 Focus of classes
The majority of respondents said their classes focused on General English (72%), with exam preparation (60%)
and mainstream education (26%) coming in second and third place. Again it’s obvious, and no surprise, that
there is an overlap between focuses. Other more specific focuses (e.g. English for Academic Purposes, English
as an Additional Language, STEM and Literacy) account for around 20% of responses.
Q4 Times and days you prefer for CDP meetings
There was a much bigger spread of answers here, again with a lot of respondents choosing two or more
options. The most popular times were, in order of preference: mornings (9-11), mornings (11-2), mid afternoon
(4-6), and the least popular: evening (6-9) and lunchtime (2-4). However there were still 20% who preferred
evenings and we will be taking this into account.
The most popular days, in order of preference, are: Friday, Thursday, Saturday, Tuesday/Wednesday (tying at
38.5%!) and Monday, with Sunday trailing way behind but still polling 20% of responses.
So it seems that Friday morning is the most popular time, and our current webinar programme is reflecting
that preference. However, we are trying to accommodate other times and days in our newly launched CPD
Meet-ups.
Q5 CPD Themes
Most of the themes attracted a lot of responses, with 6 polling more than 40%, and only one (preparing for
oposiciones) dipping below 10%. We will be taking these responses into account as we map out our CPD
programme for the next academic year.
Q6 More specific areas for exploration
Thank you so much for all the interesting responses, the following themes stood out: developing speaking
skills, focusing on pronunciation, exploring teaching in our “new” contexts; online, hybrid and sociallydistanced. Again we’ll be taking all these responses into account and you’ll see them reflected in the themes
we’ll be exploring in the coming months, both in the webinars and in the Meet-ups.
Q7 Would you be interested in facilitating or leading a professional development meeting?
We’re really happy to see that there is a lot of interest in getting involved in our CPD programme. More than
70% of respondents answered Yes or Maybe, so please, if you are interested, let us know! You can contact us
at this address: tesolspainpublications@gmail.com

TAKE THE SURVEY
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Convention review from a member of
our sister association, TESOL France

TESOL SPAIN’S 44TH ANNUAL NATIONAL CONVENTION 2021
TESOL SPAIN’S 44TH ANNUAL NATIONAL CONVENTION 2021
by Gillian Evans
by Gillian Evans
About a week ago, on a Wednesday morning in April, I attended TESOL Spain’s first virtual Coffee Meet-up
after the annual Convention in March. This reminded me that I must get down to writing my article about
this year’s Convention, this year online. Last year Salamanca, this year a virtual conference. A real challenge
and, if I may say so, a great success.
I am sure many enthusiasts have already submitted positive feedback about the two weekends’ Annual
Convention. So, better late than never, I would like to share with you some of my memories while they are
still fresh.
No doubt, much of the success of the convention can be attributed to the excellent Whova platform, which
allowed attendees to plan a personal schedule, with easy access to all the talks and Q&A sessions, to set up
virtual meet-ups and to converse on topics in the Community Area. Communities, were, by the way, the
subject of the first Coffee Meet-up.
A great team
I can’t mention all the names of the team members, because I don’t know everyone personally. I would just
like to thank all of you for such a warm welcome which, even online, seemed very personal. It was a pleasure
to see the President, Gerard McLoughlin, again, always there every day of the convention. A big thank you to
Annie Altamirano, always in contact with me since the last Convention and to Tammi Santana. Thank you,
Tammi, for your patience in guiding me through the registration process. Also, congratulations to all the
moderators who were really well-trained and very efficient. To name just one, Karen Mcdonald, because I
know her from my visits to previous conventions. I was pleased to see her smiling face on the screen at
regular intervals. And last but not least, just one fleeting glimpse of Rebecca Place, TESOL Spain’s media
officer.
Of course, there were many well-known speakers present as well as the plenary speakers: Anne O’Keeffe,
Harry Kuchah Kuchah, Sophia Mavridi and Hugh Dellar. But, with so many talks to attend, I had to limit
myself to only a few to keep to the criteria required for a Newsletter article.
Katherine Stannett, Teaching the whole student
I have heard Katherine Stannett speak before so was keen to hear her talk. (Katherine is the author of the
National Geographic middle school series, Impact, Look and now Close Up)
Her opening question was: Why did you become a teacher?
Here are some of the answers:
Because I wanted to contribute to society
Because I loved the subject
Because I wanted to make a difference to children’s lives
The long holidays
Job security
I’ll leave it up to those who know me to guess what my answer was!
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TESOL SPAIN’S 44TH ANNUAL NATIONAL CONVENTION
2021 by Gillian Evans
At lockdown time Katherine’s talk came at the right moment. The following Monday I got my students talking
online about her suggested activity: What makes you feel positive?
Three ways to encourage positivity:
Stay connected. Contact three friends/family members.
Get outside (even if you’re just sticking your head out of the window). Take a picture for every letter of the
alphabet. Can your partner guess the word?
Create something. Go with the flow. Write a story which includes the words: piano, tree and banana. Find
a healthy recipe in English.
Apparently, people are actually happier when they are busy.
Katherine then moved on to describe three ways to describe the Soft Skills:
1.TEAMWORK (Many hands make light work)
How to work in a team:
A difficult job in my opinion, after half a life’s experience working in a team, but good advice from Katherine
on how to have confidence in yourself by learning to have confidence in your opinion and listening to others.
A good team has lots of different skills.
Have students work on a team project. Use the strengths of each member and the tasks they may do. Divide
up the tasks so that everyone is happy. Present the plan to the class.
2.RESILIENCE (Keep swimming)
Working individually writing down a problem or in groups.
Brainstorm a lot of problems.
Students can share their problems anonymously or in groups with general problems.
3.CRITICAL THINKING
Asking the right question:
Read an online news article and think about these questions :
Where does it come from?
Who wrote it?
What is it saying?
How did it get this information?
When was it published?
Next, two ways to deal with difficult situations and negative thoughts:
Find your happy place, a place you can visit whenever you feel anxious or sad. Focus on the details.
Take ownership by taking small steps: Protecting the planet starts with you, so eat less meat, change the
way you travel, use less plastic, become a volunteer.
And finally some thoughts on achieving change:
MIND YOUR MIND
Start with a small goal
Share your goals with a friend or a relative
Don’t give up if you’ve had a bad day
Thank you Katherine for such good advice!
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TESOL SPAIN’S 44TH ANNUAL NATIONAL CONVENTION
2021 by Gillian Evans
Rebecca Lemaire: 21st Century Skills and Storytelling : get your students communicating
Website : www.rebeccalemaire.com
How is storytelling relevant in the 21st century and in a post-pandemic world?
Storytelling creates a sense of community, of sharing, of empathy, collaboration and communication. It
encourages imagination and creativity, a sense of citizenship, a respect for other cultures. It is also a natural
way of listening.
So let’s move away from the concept of checking true and false questions and keep the magic and wonder of
storytelling. Give the students a voice.
Interaction stories
Repetition of songs and rhymes before the story for lower levels
Stepping outside the story - a quick improvisation in the middle of the story and then continuing.
I really enjoyed Rebecca’s story of The farmer and the Mathematician, which she illustrated with a montage of
photos to whet the appetite. She demonstrated by asking us to unmute ourselves when she started to tell us
the story and answer the questions when she froze the screen during the story.
For the first time in his life a farmer takes the train going to London. He passes the time looking out of the window
and taking in the scenery.
Then another man gets on the train: a mathematician. He has taken the train many times and sits down looking
bored.
The farmer, looking out of the window wonders at the cows in a field apparently moving backwards. He says
something. The mathematician sighs.
The story goes on. The mathematician taps the farmer on the shoulder and asks a question. Freeze the Screen.
What did the farmer say? Students answer the question. Then the story continues with the students asking
and answering questions. They can work in pairs, of course, asking and answering the questions.
A very entertaining story: a challenge, both men making bets on the right or wrong answer, ending up with
the mathematician losing £500.
Stepping outside the story means giving the students a voice where they can create or improve a dialogue
that is not in the story.
Do you think the farmer and the mathematician meet again one day? What happens?
Or students can change an element of the story.
In conclusion, 21st century skills include:
Collaboration and communication
Imagination and creativity
Critical thinking and problem solving
Citizenship and world culture
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2021 by Gillian Evans
Michael Brand (Pearson Publishing) : Really getting your students speaking
A really interesting talk on getting our students speaking on platforms like Zoom, using tools such as
whiteboards, learning games and Padlet for collaborative work online. A talk which indicates where we as
teachers in the future are going, using technology for hybrid and blended-learning classes and face-to-face
classes.
Speaking is the skill by which a language learner is most frequently judged. So, what are the most important
elements for teachers in a new course book? Speaking and listening come high on the list.
Some questions we might like to ask ourselves: Why are students not speaking? What are the barriers? Low
confidence? Afraid of making mistakes? Why are we doing this? A speaking objective and goal are essential.
Pronunciation: intonation and attitude are important.
You are in a coffee shop. You, the customer say: Milk and Sugar
How did it sound? Students in pairs can say it as Mr Happy, Mr Grumpy, Miss Charming, Mr Boring, and so
on.
Task-based lessons
How did you spend the weekend? A classic topic, but it does open up avenues. Students ask the teacher
questions, listen to answers, brainstorm follow-up questions in break-out rooms and use the chat box.
Checking Understanding
Teachers can put instructions in the chat box and students can take a screen shot of anything they need.
Getting them to listen: It takes two to Tango
When practicing asking and answering questions, get students to listen to each other’s responses. Get them
into 3s. What was the most interesting/boring thing you did this weekend? Make notes. Respond back. Grade
your partner.
Reacting to one another’s speaking outside class/online
Remember those tape-recording days? Now with phones and laptops you can upload posts, recordings and
give comments. Students can record their speaking. This helps them to make progress and they make an
effort if they know they are going to be recorded. It’s a way to make them practice outside class. They can
rehearse a presentation for homework and the teacher can offer feedback.
Using Games for making practice fun
Keep talking games. Cross the board games.
For higher levels
Weaving words into a conversation: 3 minutes to do a task: Discuss what you did last summer. Weave your
words into the conversation. How many can you use? One point each. How many of your partner’s words can
you spot? One point for spotting. Lose a point for an incorrect answer.
These games work just as well in break-out rooms as in face-to-face classes.
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Dianne Chen: Sketchnotes for Neophytes. Inside and Outside the Classroom.
Before leaving you, and as a member of TESOL France, I can’t finish without talking about Dianne Chen’s talk.
Dianne is Secretary on the Board of TESOL France. I’ve known her for some time now so was pleased to hear
her speaking at TESOL Spain’s Convention.
A very interesting and original talk at the end of the four-day Convention. I only wish I could include some of
her slides. They are a colourful synthesis of what sketchnotes are and why we should use them.
What do you do when you arrive in a country where you are lost and don’t speak the language? Well, you can
draw a simple drawing to show a helpful (we hope) passerby.
Sketchnotes take the pain away from all those tedious tasks of notetaking. You can synthesize your ideas with
them, retain memory and doodling helps to keep you focused. You can teach sketchnotes to students, so
that they remember their notes in real time. Sketchnotes are a skill. They are not about art and how
something looks pretty. They are about communication.
The advantage of using sketchnotes in the classroom:
Filtering/synthesizing
Better memory retention
Process encourages revision
Develop organization and confidence
Sketchnotes in the ELT Classroom are:
Visual clues
A flexible tool
Scalable
Multi-disciplinary
Educators use them:
To quote Caroline-Isabelle Caron (Professor in the department of History, Queens University, Kingston,
Ontario)
One of the changes that I made this year was making sketchnotes an assignment, to force them (the students) to
look at it, because otherwise they just discarded it. They didn’t see the point of thinking both textually and visually
about a concept or about an object.
Dianne uses sketchnotes as during-talk notes and post-talk rewrites, as a quick revision of a podcast, a
recipe, for a warmer and studying for a test. Also, as revision for class discussions, learning goals and Social
Studies.
So get down to it. You have to start somewhere. Maximize your time. Practice makes perfect.
Why not go to the International Sketchnote Camp 2021 in Brussels on 10/11 September 2021?
I’m tempted to go myself. I’m sure Dianne will!
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Coming up soon!

Buenos Aires Players, the first professional company to produce
educational plays in English in Argentina, would like to invite teachers
in Spain to our 2021 online season previews, which will give you
and your students a taster of what we have on offer, e.g. plays, meets,
sing/dance along, storytelling, and much more!
Previews are free but registration is essential.
You can register here or contact Eugenia Tizi at spain@baplayers.com
or on WhatsApp +54 9 3413 05-2897

META, the Moldovan Teachers' Association,
welcomes TESOL-SPAIN members and their
students to their online conference on May 6-7.
Click on the poster to go to the website and find
out more!

We are delighted to announce the launch of the 3rd Eaquals Framework, the Academic Management
Competency Framework. The AMCF comprises descriptors spanning four development levels to represent
the range of competences that might be required across an academic manager’s role. It is intended as a tool to
support managers in the awareness raising of their own strengths and possible development paths. This is
now available to download on the website
We would like to extend our thanks to those involved in the development group:
• George Pickering (Project Lead), Eaquals Individual Member
• Martyn Clarke, NILE, Eaquals Accredited Member
• Gillian Davidson, EC English, Eaquals Accredited Member
• Ania Kolbuszewska, Eaquals Inspector & Individual Member
• Maureen McGarvey
• Nergis Uyan, Ozyegin University, Eaquals Accredited Member
With best wishes, The Eaquals Team
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Calls for Papers
Dear TESOL practitioners,
Sunshine State TESOL (SSTESOL) is a trusted leader in Florida for advancing the quality of English language
teaching through professional learning, research, standards, and advocacy.
We are excited to announce the 2021 SSTESOL Conference to be held at the Westshore Grand Hotel, Tampa,
FL on October 28, 29, & 29th, 2021. The theme of this year's conference is: Reconnecting.
Please submit your proposals by July 31st, 2021. You will receive a notification of acceptance by August 31st,
2021. Online presenters will be invited by the SSTESOL Program Committee upon acceptance of proposal.
The call for proposals is on our website. It is also viewable here: 2021 CALL FOR PROPOSALS.docx
Proposals should be submitted to: 2021 SSTESOL Conference Presentation Submission Form
Best wishes,
SSTESOL Program Committee
-----------------------------Andrea Lypka
University of South Florida
United States
------------------------------

IATEFL Poland
Call for papers is now open.
Submission Deadline:
10th June 2021
Click here for more
information.

Have you developed lessons, ideas,
or teaching methods that are worth
sharing with other teachers? If so,
then it sounds like you need to
submit a proposal for the TESOL
France 2021 Colloquium!
Call for papers now open!
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Members' Perks -

for members old and new
Did you know that as a member of TESOL-SPAIN you can:
receive a newsletter every month - and get access to past editions
attend our monthly webinars - and catch up on the recordings of past sessions
receive a copy of the Collected Papers
attend regional events at discounted prices
get discounts to join other Teachers' Associations (e.g. IATEFL)
get a six month free trial at the TEFL Development Hub
get a 25% discount on print books from the BEBC bookstore

And in addition this year ...
get continued access to the Whova convention app
check out all the conversations in the Community area
watch all the convention recordings until September 2021!

Please share the good news with a friend (or
two, or more!) and invite them to join the
TESOL-SPAIN teachers' community!
(click on the logo for more information)
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La información contenida en este mensaje y/o archivo(s) adjunto(s), enviada desde TESOL - SPAIN
(Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages), es confidencial/privilegiada y está destinada a ser
leída sólo por la(s) persona(s) a la(s) que va dirigida. Le recordamos que sus datos han sido incorporados
en el sistema de tratamiento de TESOL - SPAIN (Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages) y
que siempre y cuando se cumplan los requisitos exigidos por la normativa, usted podrá ejercer sus
derechos de acceso, rectificación, limitación de tratamiento, supresión, portabilidad y
oposición/revocación, en los términos que establece la normativa vigente en materia de protección de
datos, dirigiendo su petición a Avenida Ramón y Cajal S/N Edificio Viapol Portal A, Planta 4 Nº13, 41018,
Sevilla o bien a través de correo electrónico: tesolspainpresident@gmail.com ;tsantana44@gmail.com.
Si usted lee este mensaje y no es el destinatario señalado, el empleado o el agente responsable de
entregar el mensaje al destinatario, o ha recibido esta comunicación por error, le informamos que está
totalmente prohibida, y puede ser ilegal, cualquier divulgación, distribución o reproducción de esta
comunicación, y le rogamos que nos lo notifique inmediatamente y nos devuelva el mensaje original a
la dirección arriba mencionada. Gracias
The contents of this message, as well as the contents of any attachments sent by TESOL-SPAIN
(Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages), are addressed exclusively to the addressee(s) and
may contain privileged or confidential information. We hereby inform you that the personal data
contained in this document, including any contact information, is protected in accordance with the
General Data Protection Regulation (2016/679) and other current legislation regarding the protection of
personal data. We remind you that TESOL-SPAIN (teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages)
will process the data in order to manage the relationship you have with us. The data will be retained
while the purpose for which it was collected is maintained. You can request access to your personal data
at any time. You also have the right to request the correction, cancellation, copying or deletion of your
personal data; for this you must contact Avenida Ramón y Cajal S/N Edificio Viapol Portal A, Planta 4
Nº13, 41018 Sevilla, or by email to: tesolspainpresident@gmail.com ; tsantana44@gmail.com.
Access to this information by persons other than those designated is not authorised. If you are not the
indicated recipient, you are hereby notified that the use, disclosure and/or copying of the contents of the
message without authorisation is prohibited under current legislation. If you have received this message
in error, please inform the sender immediately by email, copy the original message to the email address
mentioned above and proceed to delete the mail received.
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